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Creative Curriculum Theme - Gods and Mortals!
History

Use a range of historical sources to investigate everyday life in Ancient Greece.



Science


Recognise that light is needed in order to see things.



Recognise that darkness is the absence of light.



Investigate and find patterns in the way that the size of shadows change .
Computing



Use a range of programs to present research about the Ancient Greeks.



Think critically about the information shared online and protect ourselves.
DT



Prepare food including hot and cold sandwiches.



Explore how to stay safe in a kitchen including chopping and cutting safely.

English text: a selection of short stories
from ‘Greek Myths.’ Children will;


Increase familiarity in a wide variety
of books including myths and
legends.



Build a varied and rich vocabulary
to use in our writing of our own
myths, character descriptions and
diary entries.



Apply spelling rules and learn to
spell common exception words.



Physical Activity


Pass and receive a ball with
accuracy in preparation for different
invasion games.



Use a variety of tools in Forest School
and identify different species.

French


Independently proof read for
spelling, punctuation and grammar
errors.

Describe families and information
about ourselves.

Music
Maths


During our maths meetings, we will
complete times table challenges
and consolidate our knowledge.



Enhance our knowledge of place
value by comparing and ordering
numbers up to 10,000.



Add numbers up to 10,000 using
re-grouping and written methods.



3T: develop understanding of aspects
of music and how they interact
through: games, singing and playing
unturned instruments



3TH: Play the recorder with increasing
accuracy, fluency and control. Begin

Religious Education
Explore rules for living Christians and
Sikhs.



Personal, Social, Health Education and
Citizenship
Explore friendships and relationships.



Homework
As part of their creative curriculum, we have chosen a number of tasks linked
to the children’s topic. The children must complete at least one of these tasks
but they can complete as many as they like! You can choose how to present
your project e.g. photographs, models, written work or pictures. Children can
bring homework in at any time to show their teacher and the rest of the class.
Design your own mythical creature.
Make or draw your own mythical
Which animals body parts could you creature and give it an exciting name.
include? What personality would your
creature have?
Look at examples of the letters of the Research a Greek philosopher such as
Greek alphabet. Practise forming
Pluto, Aristotle, Archimedes or
them and pronouncing them.
Pythagoras. Make a fact-file of their
life and why we still remember them
today.
Make some traditional Greek dishes
such as moussaka, taramasalata or a
Greek salad.

Look at holiday brochures and plan
an imaginary family holiday to
Greece. Where would you go?
Where would you stay? What would
you do? How much would it cost?

Read and retell a Greek myth, e.g.
‘Medusa’, and illustrate your story in
detail.

Look at images of Greek pots, plates
and patterns. Draw or paint a Greek
scene suitable for a vase or plate.

Times tables

Reading at home



Your child’s book will be
changed when it is brought into
school with an adult’s signature
to confirm the book has been
read.



Home school link books need to
be brought into school every
day.



Read for a minimum of 10
minutes daily.



To support fractions and
division work and to work
towards your next times table
club, practise rapidly recalling
up to 12 x 12.

